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ABSTRACT

Sized-fiber reflectometry describes a device and method for measuring absorption and reduced scattering of tissue
using optical fibers with different diameters. The device used in this paper consists of two fibers with diameters
of 200 and 600 micron. Each fiber emits and collects its own backscattered light. Monte Carlo simulations
tabulating the diffuse reflectance collected by 200 and 600 micron fibers in a semi-infinite homogenous media
are presented for an absorption, µa range of 0.2–30 cm−1 and a reduced scattering, µ′

s range of 10–200 cm−1. The
diffuse reflectance collected by a 600 micron fiber may be approximated by a linear relation to the 200 micron
fiber. An empirical relation is derived relating the reduced scattering coefficient to the diffuse reflectance
collected with 200 and 600 micron fibers. The sensitivity of the relation is determined for changes in each fiber
measurement. Finally, in vivo diffuse reflection measurements and reduced scattering coefficient of skin are
presented using the aforementioned fiber sizes with a wavelength range of 400–800 nm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Determining the optical scattering and absorption properties of tissue for diagnostic and therapeutic applications
is of interest in medicine. For example, the dosimetry of photodynamic therapy is greatly dependent upon the
scattering and absorption properties1, 2 for both light delivery and measurement of drug concentrations. Optical
properties have been used to estimate exogenous3, 4 and endogenous5 chromophore concentrations. Moreover,
light scattering and absorption can provide information about both chromophore content and structure, which
might be used to distinguish normal and malignant tissues as well as chemical state information6, 7 (e.g. oxy-
versus deoxy-hemoglobin). In this regard, an optical biopsy can be performed using optical information of
hemoglobin and water content differences in normal and malignant tissue.8, 9

Several techniques and algorithms have been developed to measure optical properties. Spatially10–12 and
temporally13–15 resolved measurements have been proposed to extract the optical properties using light distribu-
tions based on diffusion theory16, 17 and/or Monte Carlo simulations.18 A wide variety of algorithms have been
explored to extract optical properties including neural network19 and multiple polynomial regression methods.20

However, most reflectance techniques rely on light distribution information over a large area (>1 cm2) or have
separate illumination and collection fibers with a separation distance on the order of several millimeters.

Two studies on devices with separate source and detector fibers show that the mean photon penetration
depth increases as the square root of the separation between source and detector fibers either spatially21 or
temporally.22 Source-detector fiber devices sample relatively large volumes, because of the separation between
the fibers.21, 22 Though effort has been made to minimize the sampling volume using small source-detector
separations,23 little work has been done on photon penetration depths when the source fiber is also used to
collect backscattered photons.24 Since large sampling volumes are less likely to be homogenous, to minimize
the sampling volume we developed a device that acquires information from small volumes of tissue (< 1 mm3)
by using the same fiber for both source and detector.

We propose a compact dual-fiber device to make simple and rapid measurements of the absorption and
reduced scattering properties of tissue. Each fiber illuminates and collects light independently of the other
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fiber. The device is based on the fact, that in general, tissues with different scattering and absorption properties
will scatter different numbers of photons back into a fiber. If only a single fiber is used, two samples with
different optical properties could possibly backscatter the same number of photons. This paper proposes a
device containing a second, different size fiber to make a second measurement. This second fiber collects
information from a different effective volume of the sample than the first fiber.

In this study, we present Monte Carlo simulations of the diffuse reflectance collected by 200 and 600 micron
diameter fibers. The tissue is modeled as a semi-infinite and homogenous for an absorption, µa range of 0.2–
30 cm−1 and a reduced scattering, µ′

s range of 10–200 cm−1. We demonstrate that the reflectance collected by
a 600 micron fiber may be approximated by a linear relation to the 200 micron where the slope has a functional
dependence on the reduced scattering. We show a fit for the slopes as a function of the reduced scattering and
show the relative error of the predicted reduced scattering using this slope function in the empirical relation.
Diffuse reflectance data is shown for skin on the dorsal side of the forearm. Finally, the reduced scattering of
the skin is presented and discussed.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Sized-Fiber Device

The sized-fiber device uses two bifurcated fibers to separate the illumination light from the back-scattered light
(figure 1). The first of these is made by end-coupling two 300 micron diameter fibers onto the face of a 600
micron diameter fiber with SMA connectors. Likewise, the other fiber consists of two 100 micron diameter fibers
end-coupled to a 200 micron fiber also using SMA connectors. One each of the 100 and 300 micron fibers were
coupled to a tungsten-halogen lamp (LS-1, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) via an SMA connector. The remaining
100 and 300 micron fibers are coupled into a spectrometer (Fluorolog-3, Instruments S.A., Inc., Edison, NJ).
The 200 and 600 micron fibers are encased in Teflon tubing with the ends glued together (4011, Loctite Corp.,
Rocky Hill, CT) and mounted in a SMA connector and polished flush (figure 2). All fibers are fused silica
glass/glass from Polymicro Technologies LLC, Phoenix, AZ. The manufacturer cites a numerical aperture of
0.22 which corresponds to a maximum exit angle of 12.7 degrees in air. We measured 13 ± 1 degrees for both
the 200 and 600µm fibers for the maximum acceptance angle in air.

An anodized aluminum baffle is used to block one lamp so that only one fiber illuminates the sample during
a spectral scan. The scans were recorded from 400 nm to 800 nm in 1 nm increments; the wavelength range was
limited by the emission spectrum of the lamp with a collection slit of 3 nm. The baffle also keeps the lamp
output stable since the lamps continuously run throughout the experiments. The baffle is moved to block the
other lamp for measurement with the other fiber. The detector end of the fibers are also baffled since both
fibers couple into the same detector so that cross-talk is eliminated.

In vivo skin was measured five times with each fiber in the same location on the dorsal side of the arm.
Mineral oil was applied to the skin to aid light coupling between the fibers and the skin and fill voids in the
stratum corneum. The fiber was held on the arm for one minute before any measurements were recorded to
create a consistent pressure induced erythema. The red mark formed by the pressure also simplified repositioning
of the fibers in the same location between measurements.

All data points are normalized by using Fresnel reflection from the fiber face in air and water. The voltage
returned from the photodiode is converted by

Diffuse Reflectance =
Vsample − Vwater

Vair − Vwater
[Rair(λ) − Rwater(λ)] + (Rwater(λ) − 0.04%)

where Rair(λ) is the Fresnel reflectance for the fiber core/air junction, Rwater(λ) is the Fresnel reflectance for
the fiber core/water junction at normal incidence and 0.04% is the Fresnel reflectance of tissue with an index of
refraction of 1.4 and the fiber core has an index of refraction of 1.457. Measurements of the air and water Fresnel
reflectance are taken periodically throughout the experiments to correct for any variations in lamp output.
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Figure 1. This is a diagram of the sized-fiber device. A pair of bifurcated fibers emit and collect light independently
by using baffles on the lamps and the detector.

Figure 2. The faces of the 200 and 600 µm fibers are shown mounted together in an SMA connector for use as a
handpiece where the fibers were joined using a medical grade epoxy.



2.2. Monte Carlo Simulations

A Monte Carlo program simulated the light collected by a fiber irradiating a semi-infinite homogeneous scat-
tering and absorbing medium. The fiber face was located on the surface of the only boundary included in the
simulations. The z-axis coincides with the fiber axis and the face of the fiber is in the z = 0 plane. Photons are
launched with equal probability over the entire face of the fiber. The direction by which photons are launched
is specified by the direction cosines (νx, νy, νz). The angle νz = cos θz is given a Gaussian distribution that
depends on the acceptance angle of the fiber while the other direction cosines are uniformly distributed. The
angular distribution approximates the emission from the fibers. Due to under-filled modes, the experimentally
measured distribution deviates by 12% from a true Gaussian. The distribution of angles that the photon might
take is given by the function

p(θz)dθz =
1√
2π

exp
(
− θ2

z

2θ2
a

)
dθz

where θa is the acceptance angle for the fiber. Moreover, the angles were limited such that θz ≤ θa.

The primary statistic collected by the Monte Carlo program was the fraction of light backscattered into the
core of the fiber. Photons which were collected must pass back through the fiber face. Only photons that had
an angle less than or equal to the maximum acceptance angle for the fiber were counted into the light collected
by the fiber. The maximum acceptance angle for the fiber was input into the program for the fiber in air, then
converted using Snell’s law for the index of refraction for the incident medium. Photons incident on the fiber
face but outside the cone of acceptance were attributed to light lost in the cladding. The acceptance angle was
corrected for the index of refraction change of the medium. The index of refraction for the core of the fiber was
assumed to be 1.457 as given by the manufacturer’s specifications; 1.4 was used for the index of the medium.
The index mismatch for both launching and collection was accounted for using the Fresnel reflection for normal
incidence introducing an error ≈ 0.02%. The anisotropy was chosen to be 0.9 for tissue. In a single simulation,
a million photons were launched for each simulation each set of absorption (0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0,10.0, 20.0, and
30.0 cm−1) and scattering coefficients (10, 20, 30, 50, 75,100, and 200 cm−1).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Monte Carlo Simulations

The Monte Carlo simulation results of the diffuse reflectance are shown in figure 3 for 200 and 600 micron fibers.
In this figure, it is apparent that the 600 micron fiber reflectance is linearly related to the 200 micron fiber
reflectance by

R600 = F (µ′
s)R200 − 0.003.

where F(µ′
s) is the slope associated with a particular reduced scattering coefficient. The function, F(µ′

s), is
shown in figure 4 and has the form

F (µ′
s) =

25.9√
µ′

s

+ 0.427.

The reduced scattering coefficient is therefore

µ′
s(R200, R600) =

(
25.9R200

R600 − 0.427R200 + 0.003

)2

.

We test this expression in figure 5 by inputting the Monte Carlo results and comparing the predicted reduced
scattering coefficient versus the true reduced scattering coefficient. The relative error for the predicted reduced
scattering coefficient is shown in figure 6.

3.2. Skin Measurements

The mean diffuse reflectance mapping for skin in vivo is shown in figure 7 over a wavelength range of 400–800 nm.
The error bars indicate the standard deviation of five measurements. Figure 8 shows the diffuse reflectance data
set converted into the wavelength dependent prediction of the reduced scattering coefficient.
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Figure 3. The scattering can be determined from a mapping of the reflectance for each fiber. Each line represents a
single reduced scattering coefficient and absorption coefficients increase as the reflectance drops down each line to zero
reflectance. For each reduced scattering coefficient, absorption coefficients 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 cm−1 are shown and
for µ′

s = 50, 75, and 100 cm−1, the absorption coefficient range extends to include 10, 20, and 30 cm−1 as well.

Figure 4: The slope of lines fitted in figure 3 as a function of the reduced scattering coefficient.
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Figure 5. The Monte Carlo simulation diffuse reflectance results are used to compare the predicted reduced scattering
coefficients to the true reduced scattering coefficient using the empirical relation relating the reduced scattering coefficient
to the diffuse reflectance collected by 200 and 600micron fibers.

Figure 6. The relative error in the predicted reduced scattering coefficient as a function of the reduced scattering
coefficient.
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Figure 7: In vivo diffuse reflectance for fair skin for the mean of five measurements is shown.

Figure 8. The reduced scattering coefficient is determined for skin in vivo using an empirical relation based on Monte
Carlo simulations of a semi-infinite homogenous medium.



4. DISCUSSION

The extrapolation of the reduced scattering coefficient could be estimated by a simple empirical relation to
diffuse reflectance collected by 200 and 600 micron fibers. Computationally, the reduced scattering was fast
to determine and may easily be determined for real-time measurements. The relation worked at reduced
scattering coefficients below 10 cm−1 (2 and 5 cm−1 data was no shown) but any error in the diffuse reflectance
measurements would translate into very large error in the reduced scattering prediction. The absolute relative
error was derived by taking the partial of the empirical relation for the reduced scattering with respect to R200

and R600. The relative absolute error is then

∆µ′
s

µ′
s

=
2R600

R600 + 0.003 − 0.427R200

√(
1 +

0.003
R600

) (
∆R200

R200

)2

+
(

∆R600

R600

)2

.

The sized-fiber technique is limited in the range of optical properties which may be measured. When the
reduced scattering drops below 10 cm−1 then the collected signals are too small to differentiate absorption or
scattering. The diffuse reflectance mapping for 200 and 600 micron fibers for fair skin (figure 7) falls within
the working reduced scattering range of the device. The wavelength dependence measured using the sized-
fiber device does not agree with previous findings for dermis33 where the scattering decreases with increasing
wavelength. We have four possible explanations for our results which are not necessarily exclusive.

First in the model presented here, the tissue is assumed to be homogenous and skin is well known to be a
layered tissue. A second possibility is that absorption is influencing the predicted reduced scattering coefficient.
The wavelength dependence for the absorption of melanin has nearly the opposite effect on the diffusely reflected
light intensity than does the expected wavelength dependence of scattering. The light intensity will be attenuated
by melanin absorption in the epidermal layer: attenuated once as light passes through to the dermis and again
after returning to the optical fiber from the dermis. In a previous study, the mean depth of photon migration
for collected photons was 1.2 and 1.9 reduced mean free paths for the 200 and 600 micron fibers respectively.34

These depths are roughly 240 and 380 microns respectively using the scattering predicted by the sized-fiber
system and assuming that the reduced scattering is greater than absorption. Since the epidermis is about
100 microns thick, this suggests that the majority of the collected photons travel into the dermis.

A third reason may be that the determination of the reduced scattering is frustrated by partial contact of
the optical fibers with the tissue. The variation between measurements was grossly different if contact of the
fibers to the tissue lacked consistency. Finally, a fourth cause may be that epidermal scattering does not behave
the same as dermal scattering with respect to the wavelength. The extraction of the absorption coefficient has
yet to be determined but should help to prove or disprove one or more of these explanations for the reduced
scattering results.

We have demonstrated that the diffuse reflectance collected by 200 and 600 micron diameter fibers can be
used to determine the reduced scattering properties in a semi-infinite medium using an empirical relation. The
device is restricted to tissue where the reduced scattering exceeds 10 cm−1. Below this limit, the collected signal
is too small to reliably distinguish scattering. The relative error of the predicted reduced scattering properties
is less than 20% for absorption ranging 0.2–30 cm−1.
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